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Overview
There are about 80Mt coal consumed in the power market in Japan. While increasing concern about its
carbon intensity, after Fukushima nuclear accident, coal consumption has gradually increased because of
stable price and supplysources.
80Mt import of thermal coal to Japan count about 6 % of total coal trading volume in the global market.
The main driver of coal consumption increasion in Japan is relatively cheaper price among fossil fuel and
cost competitiveness in the power market. Coal firing power generation is still one of the chepest option of
electricity just after nuclear.
In order to reduce CO2 emission of coal power plant, there are two options . One is to improve
efficiency of power generation, the other is to attach CCS.
In order to maintain stable supply of power to reduce the cost of CCS is important factor to consider.
Based on several research and development project we estimate the way to reduce the cost of CCS.
We need to set target of cost reduction for futher introduction and commercialization of CCS in Japan
(in progress).

Methods
I conduct interviews with executives of unitity companies, trading houses , government officials to create
potential scenarios. With literatures reviews and empirical analysis of activities .
I also form a study team with experts from companies , research institute to make relevant cost servery.

Results
Cost of CCS based on conducting projects is around 6- 8 yen/kwh.
If we can reduce the cost 20% more, it will be bellw 5 yen /kwh by 2030.(under review).
It is good enourh to compete with the other power soursed.

Conclusions
Based on latest improvement of cost reduction for CCS, there are positive prospect to introduce in the
power market in Japan.
But it require more cost reduction .
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